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TOOLS FOR THE CLINICAL 
PRACTITIONER 1

Introduction to Cognitive Behavioral 
Therapy and Clinical Hypnosis

Below is a script that introduces the use of cognitive behavioral therapy and 
hypnosis to the client. Specific problems identified during the assessment can 
be added to the script. This script can also be altered to reflect the specific 
cognitive behavioral model used.

Let’s look at the problems we have indentified and how they may be connected 
and related to other aspects of your life.

Modern psychology has determined through clinical work and research 
that an array of treatment that is called cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) 
may be useful.

Cognitive behavioral therapyidentifies thoughts and images (some people 
visualize situations that may accompany their thoughts) that may cause your 
problems and methods to alter or change those thoughts. This may include 
acceptance, and not change, depending on the thought.

Behavioral therapy identifies and changes actions we take by learning and 
practicing new behaviors. Our actions can affect our thoughts and feelings.

CBT depends on our awareness of our thoughts and actions. Clinical 
hypnosis can be especially useful in identifying thoughts and feelings outside 
our awareness. These thoughts can be considered to be unconscious. By that I 
mean thoughts and behaviors that are automatic and well learned, not requir-
ing thought before action. A common example is learning to ride a bicycle or 
writing your name. Clinical hypnosis can enhance our work in both the cog-
nitive and behavioral therapies. The use of hypnosis can be thought of as the 
glue that holds together the different aspects of our treatment.
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TOOLS FOR THE CLINICAL 
PRACTITIONER 2

Mood Check

Below you will find a mood check protocol. This protocol may also be referred 
to as an example of the Subjective Units of Discomfort Scale (SUDS).

We are going to take some time to develop a scale to better understand 
 your anxious, sad, or fearful feelings.
Please close your eyes.
Take a deep breath.
Search your memory for a time, place, and situation in which you felt 
 extremely distressed (anxious, depressed, and/or fearful).
You can imagine this situation easily without feeling the distress.
Please take a moment and focus your mind on that situation right now.
(Allow the client some time to focus on this image.)
That image will be 100.
Relax and take a deep breath, letting that image fade.

Search your memory for times, places, and situations in which you 
 experienced moderate or average distress, or everyday distress.
Please take a moment and focus your mind on the situation right now.
That image will be 50.
Relax and take a deep breath, letting that image fade.

Search your memory for times, places, and situations in which you 
 experienced a state of relaxation, a state of zero distress.
That image will be 0.
Relax and take a deep breath, letting that image fade.
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             CLIENT HANDOUT 1 

 Three-Column Mood Monitoring Sheet   

   Below you will find a form to monitor and track changes in the intensity of 
your mood, noting the date, time, and situation in which this change occurs. 
When you notice that you are becoming sad, anxious, or fearful, your feelings 
can be rated and recorded below. 

 Date & Time  Situation  Mood-Check Rating 

 1.     

 2.     

 3.     

 4.     

 5.     

 6.     

 7.     
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             CLIENT HANDOUT 2 

 Daily Thought Record   

   Below is a form used to track situations, thoughts, and their accompanying 
feelings. When you note a change in intensity of feeling (mood-check rating of 
50 and above) sadness, anxiety, or fear, the situation can be noted and then you 
can turn your attention to the thoughts and images that occur. 

 Situations  Thoughts  Feelings 

 Date & Time:    Mood-check rating: 

 Date & Time:    Mood-check rating: 

 Date & Time:    Mood-check rating: 

 Date & Time:    Mood-check rating: 

 Date & Time:    Mood-check rating: 

 Date & Time:    Mood-check rating: 

 Date & Time:  Mood-check rating: 
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             CLIENT HANDOUT 3 

 Self-Instruction Sheet   

   Below you will find a sheet to develop self-instructions to manage stressful 
situations: 

  Stressful Situation:    

  1.  Preparation: Write down the specific instructions necessary to calm your-
self when you face the stressful situation.  
 
 
   

  2.  Confronting the stressful situation: What would you say to yourself as you 
face the situation step by step, in an organized fashion?   
 
 
   

  3.  Coping with fear: Write down the specific instructions necessary to cope 
with the fear, such as instructing yourself to relax or take deep breaths.  
 
   
   

  4.  Reinforcing success: Imagine succeeding and coping with the stressful 
situation effectively. (Write down encouraging phrases for your success.)  
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             CLIENT HANDOUT 4 

 Daily Thought Record    (Alternatives)

 Situation  Thoughts  Feelings  Alternative/Balanced 
Thoughts 

 Date & Time: 
  

 Mood-check rating: 
  

 Date & Time: 
  

 Mood-check rating: 
  

 Date & Time: 
  

 Mood-check rating: 
  

 Date & Time: 
  

 Mood-check rating: 
  

 Date & Time: 
  

 Mood-check rating: 
  

 Date & Time: 
  

 Mood-check rating: 
  

 Date & Time:  Mood-check rating: 
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           CLIENT HANDOUT 5 

 Meditation   

 Below you will find another example of meditation and instructions for 
breath meditation. The focus is on developing mindfulness and not primarily 
relaxation; however, the practice of this technique may also result in relaxation. 

 inSTrucTionS For BreaTh MediTaTion 

   1.   Practice in a room free of distractions. Assume a comfortable posture, sit-
ting in a chair or lying on your back. If you are sitting, keep the spine 
straight and let your shoulders drop.  

  2.   Your eyes can be slightly open or you can close your eyes if this feels 
comfortable.  

  3.   Bring your attention to your breath and belly, noticing your belly rise or 
expand gently on the in-breath and fall or recede on the out-breath.  

  4.   Keep the focus and attention on your breathing, “being with” each in-breath 
for its full duration and with each out-breath for its full duration, as if you 
were riding the waves of your own breathing.  

  5.   Notice every time that your mind has wandered off the breath. Notice what 
it was that took you away and then gently bring your attention back to your 
belly and the feeling of the breath flowing in and out.  

  6.   Each time your mind wanders away from the breath, your job is simply to 
bring your focus back to the breath, no matter what the mind becomes pre-
occupied with.  

  7.   This meditation exercise can be practiced for 15 minutes daily, noticing how 
it feels to spend some time each day just being with your breath and doing 
nothing else.   

Adapted from Kabat-Zinn, J. (1990). Full catastrophe living. New York: Delacorte 
Press.
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           CLIENT HANDOUT 6 

 Progressive Muscle Relaxation Exercise    

 Below you will find instructions for progressive muscle relaxation. These 
instructions include only the relaxation of the muscles, as many instructions 
focus on the tightening prior to the relaxation of the muscle. It is important to 
practice in a comfortable chair or lying in bed. The room should be free of dis-
tractions such as bright lights, noise, or activity. 

  Take several slow and deep breaths.  
  Close your eyes and focus on your breath.  
  Follow your breath in and out.  

  Bring your focus to your right foot.  
  Scan the muscles for tension and stress.  
  Allow stressed muscles to relax.  

  Now bring your focus to your left foot.  
  Scan the muscles for tension and stress.  
  Allow stressed muscles to relax.  

  Bring your focus to your right leg.  
  Scan the muscles for tension and stress.  
  Allow stressed muscles to relax.  

  Now bring your focus to your left leg.  
  Scan the muscles for tension and stress.  
  Allow stressed muscles to relax.  

  Bring your focus to your right thigh.  
  Scan the muscles for tension and stress.  
  Allow stressed muscles to relax.  

  Now bring your focus to your left thigh.  
  Scan the muscles for tension and stress.  
  Allow stressed muscles to relax.  
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Bring your focus to your stomach and back.
Scan the muscles for tension and stress.
Allow stressed muscles to relax.

Bring your focus to your chest and arms.
Scan the muscles for tension and stress.
Allow stressed muscles to relax.

Bring your focus to your neck and head.
Scan the muscles for tension and stress.
Allow stressed muscles to relax.

Take a moment to take several deep breaths.
Follow your breath in and out.
Notice how relaxed you feel since you’ve started.
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             CLIENT HANDOUT 7 

 Relaxation Tracking Form   

   Below you will find a form to monitor and track your practice of relaxation 
skills; rate your mood prior to and after practice. 

 Date & Time  Mood Check Before 
Relaxation 

 Mood Check Following 
Relaxation 

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  
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             CLIENT HANDOUT 8 

 Imagery Practice Tracking Form   

   Below you will find a form to monitor and track your practice of imagery 
skills; rate your mood prior to and after the practice. This form should be used 
to record the image chosen and the mood checks before and after practice. 

 Date & Time  Imagery 
Practice 

 Mood Check Before 
Relaxation 

 Mood Check 
Following Relaxation 

    
  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

    
  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

    
  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

    
  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

    
  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

    
  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

    
  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  
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           CLIENT HANDOUT 9 

 Self-Hypnosis Protocol   

  Below you will find a protocol for self-hypnosis. This may accompany a 
recording of a session with your practitioner. These instructions can also 
provide reminders of the process. Some clients may prefer to record their own 
voice using this protocol. This protocol should only be practiced in a safe and 
quiet place such as a bedroom or study. Self-hypnosis and relaxation practice 
should never be done during activities that require your focused attention, 
such as driving automobiles.  

  FirST STep: preparaTion 

  Find a quiet place such as a comfortable chair. Darken the room and turn 
off any distractions such as radios, televisions, computers, cell phones, video 
games, pagers, or any other electronic device that makes noise. Your chair 
should have comfortable support with both arm- and headrests. A recliner 
would be ideal, as you can make individual adjustments for your comfort. As 
you sit in the chair become conscious that your arms rest on the chair’s arms 
with your head against the headrest. Place both feet flat on the floor and 
loosen your hands, letting your fingers dangle .  

 Second STep: progreSSiVe MuScle relaxaTion 

  Take several slow and deep breaths.  
  Close your eyes and focus on your breath.  
  Follow your breath in and out.  

  Bring your focus to your right foot.  
  Scan the muscles for tension and stress.  
  Allow stressed muscles to relax.  

  Now bring your focus to your left foot.  
  Scan the muscles for tension and stress.  
  Allow stressed muscles to relax.  
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Bring your focus to your right leg.
Scan the muscles for tension and stress.
Allow stressed muscles to relax.

Now bring your focus to your left leg.
Scan the muscles for tension and stress.
Allow stressed muscles to relax.

Bring your focus to your right thigh.
Scan the muscles for tension and stress.
Allow stressed muscles to relax.

Now bring your focus to your left thigh.
Scan the muscles for tension and stress.
Allow stressed muscles to relax.

Bring focus to your stomach and back.
Scan the muscles for tension and stress.
Allow stressed muscles to relax.

Bring your focus to your chest and arms.
Scan the muscles for tension and stress.
Allow stressed muscles to relax.

Bring your focus to your neck and head.
Scan the muscles for tension and stress.
Allow stressed muscles to relax.

Take a moment and take several deep breaths.
Follow your breath in and out.
Notice how relaxed you feel since you’ve started.

Third STep: deepening relaxaTion
Focus your attention on imagining. . .
A circle of energy (you can assign a color).
This energy can be centered in your abdomen.

Imagine this energy radiating out. . .
From the center point in your abdomen.
Feelings of relaxation and well-being.

This circle of energy will pulsate. . .
Feelings of relaxation and well-being. . .
Throughout the rest of your body.

This energy will flow. . .
Into all parts of your body. . .
With each breath. . .
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With each breath. . .
Imagine becoming even more. . .
Relaxed.

With each breath. . .
Imagine having a sense of well-being.
Deeper relaxation.

FourTh STep: Working 

Below is an example of using an image to mange stress. The working  
step can address other problems with different images.

While relaxed. . .
Imagine the stressful times of your life.
This is like a movie of someone else.
You can watch without becoming distressed.
Imagine each stressful time resolving. . .
Working out smoothly.
Imagine saying to yourself. . .
I can handle this, it will work out.
Let the movie run, looking at all the stressful times.
When finished bring your focus. . .
Back onto enjoying the feeling of deep relaxation.

ending The pracTice

Just as you started with attention and focus to begin this exercise,  
you stop with attention and focus.

Take a moment and enjoy. . .
The feelings of relaxation. . .
Feelings of well-being.

Imagine that you. . .
Can return to these feelings. . .
By attending and focusing your mind.

Now slowly re-alert yourself.
Opening your eyes.
Shaking your hands and feet.

Now fully alert.
Enjoy the progress.
You have accomplished with your practice.
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             CLIENT HANDOUT 10 

 Self-Hypnosis Practice Tracking Form   

   Below you will find a form to monitor and track your practice of self-hypnosis 
skills; rate your mood prior to and after practice. 

 Date & Time  Mood Check Before 
Self-Hypnosis 

 Mood Check Following 
Self-Hypnosis 

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  

  

  Mood-check rating:    Mood-check rating:  
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